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The ideas and techniques of AI are now widely understood, appreciated, and used 
in a wide diversity of disciplines, for example philosophy, psychology, linguistics, 
chemistry, biology, ‘medicine, engineering, and computer science. Outside academia, 
increasingly one finds policy makers in government, administration, and business, un- 
derstanding and recommending AI approaches to problems. Such progress is reflected 
in the AI applications conferences, where each year contributions arising from AI so- 
lutions can be measured in many millions of dollars, in lives saved, or qualitatively 
but equally beneficially. Such conferences tend nowadays to run parallel to AI “the- 
ory” conferences, and are reported in application-specific journals. This, together with 
the diversity of applications, makes it hard for AI researchers to keep abreast of the 
often inspirational applications of their subject. Indeed, one reason for this Special 
Issue of the journal Arti~cial Intelligence is to collect together for the AI research 
community a collection of articles that describe some of the most impressive applica- 
tions. 
There is a second, equally important reason. We believe that there is mutual ben- 
efit when AI researchers collaborate closely with developers in particular application 
domains. AI does not function well as a “black box”; creativity is required in apply- 
ing techniques like heuristic search and knowledge representation to new domains. In 
addition, it is often necessary to combine specialized methods from another field with 
techniques from AI in order to solve a problem. The growing popularity in AI of tra- 
ditional techniques from operations research, decision theory, and signal processing is 
testimony to that. 
Unfortunately, in some academic and industrial circles these synergies are not rec- 
ognized. Instead, the industrial developers work with a set of methods that have been 
static since the early 1980s while the academics produce abstract theories that make 
little contact with the real world. We would like to provide evidence that closer collabo- 
ration provides much more exciting opportunities, intellectual and commercial, for both 
groups. 
Papers can be submitted electronically, or in paper form in the usual way. 
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It is expected that the Special Issue will appear in 1998, and it is hoped that it will 
also appear in book form. 
The Journal Editors (Mike Brady and Danny Bobrow) will serve as Editors also for 
this special issue. Contact details: 
Editor-in-Chief 
Daniel G. Bobrow 
Xerox Corporation 
PARC 
3333 Coyote Hill Road 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 
USA 
ph: +I-415-812-4367 
fx: $1-415-812-4334 
aij-na@parc.xerox.com 
Associate Editor 
Michael Brady 
Department of Engineering Science 
Oxford University 
19 Parks Road 
Oxford OX1 3PJ 
UK 
ph: +44-865-273 154 
fx: +44-865273010 
jmb@robots.oxford.ac.uk 
